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Ultima Displays is pleased to offer our
distributors a specialist textile printing service,
suitable for use on a wide range of display
solutions. If your resources are stretched or
if you don’t have the capability for textile printing
we can provide this service at a competitive price
with expert advice along the way.
With two high quality textile printers especially
suited for printing indoor and outdoor signage on
polyester textiles, we can offer high speed direct dye
sublimation printing.
Our specialist machinists are expert in finishing
dye-sublimated fabric graphics that will maintain
their shape and quality. Textile graphics are
always finished according to the frame or system
being used and specialist skills include
hemming and eyeletting.
You can rest assured that once you have placed
your hardware and textile graphics order we will
make sure your artwork will fit your chosen
product perfectly with a high quality finish and in
a timescale to suit you.

Flag Knit polyester 115gsm

Display polyester 210gsm

Application:

Application:

Zoom flag range, Wind Dancer,
Mistral & Shimmer.

Vector, Hop-Ups,
Cafe barriers, banners

Flag Mesh polyester 110gsm

Powerstretch polyester 215gsm

Application:

Application:

Zoom flag range, Wind Dancer,
Mistral & Shimmer.

Formulate.
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Zoom Quill
UB717-C

A neat teardrop shaped flag
available in 3.5 or 4.1 metres high,
g
guaranteed to make a visual impact
at any event.
Recommended textile substrate:
Flag Knit 115gsm and Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-Sublimation printed on one side
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Zoom Feather
UB724-C

One of the most popular and versatile flags,
3.5 or 4.7 metres high, lightweight and portable.
Recommended textile substrate: Flag Knit 115gsm and Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process: Dye-Sublimation printed on one side

Base Foot
UB718-C

Weighting Ring
UB719-C

Drive-on Car Foot
UB721-C

Ground Spike
UB720-C
(sand, soil, snow)

(All feet sold separately)
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ZOOM RANGE
Zoom flags are available in a wide range of shapes and
sizes, with a choice of bases ideal for all types surfaces.
All Zoom flags are able to withstand wind speeds
between 13 and 18mph

Mini Zoom
UB726-C

A versatile
verssa smaller flag available in 1.8 or 2.5 metres
high with
wi a tear-drop shape to offer maximum effect for
w
indoorr or outdoor displays with a choice of bases.
Recomm
Recommended
m
textile substrate: Flag Knit 115gsm and Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recomm
m
Recommended
print process: Dye-Sublimation printed on one side

Zoom Grande
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UB730-C

At nearly 6 metres tall,
all,
this flag offers the ultimate
te
impact for any outdoor event.
nt.

Drapeaux

Recommended textile substrate: Flag Knit 115gsm and Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process: Dye-Sublimation printed on one side

Square Base
Code UB728-C

Weighting Ring
Code UB719-C

Cross Base
Code UB727-C

(All feet sold separately)

Our flags are finished to the highest standard
possible using high quality fabrics. On some flag
styles in zero wind conditions some rippling may
be present due to the tensioning of the flag pole,
this is normal and unavoidable.

Ground Spike
Code UB731-C

ZOOM LITE
The Zoom Lite range provides
multiple size options to each flag
shape, in a range of pole sizes
from 2.8m to 5.6m.

Zoom Lite flags able to withstand
wind speeds between 13 and 18
miles per hour. (Beaufort scale 4)

Feather
Recommended textile substrate:
Flag Knit 115gsm and
Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-Sublimation printed
on one side

5000mm
4060mm
0m
mm
3050mm
3

2450mm
450mm
m

Large Cross Base*
Code UF-ZMLCB

Square Base
Code UF-ZMLSQ
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Flag pole 2.8m
sizes:

3.4m

4.5m

5.6m

Crest
Cross Base
Code UF-ZMSCB

5000mm
Ground Stake
Code UF-ZMPSS

4060mm

3050mm

2450mm

Weighting Ring
Code UB719-C

Ground Spike*
Code UF-ZMGS

Flag pole 2.8m
sizes:

3.4m

4.5m

5.6m

Quill
Drive-on Car Foot
Code UF-ZMCFS

Wall Mounting Base*
Code UF-ZMWMF

4300mm
4300
0mm
3300mm
330
00mm
m
2000mm

2620mm

Outdoor Water Base
Code UF-ZMGMB

*Only Large Cross
Base and Ground Spike
suitable with 4.5m &
5.6m versions.

(All feet sold separately)

Flag pole sizes:

2.8m*

3.4m*

4.5m*

5.6m*

*Wall Mounting Base
only suitable with 2.8m
& 3.4m versions.

WIND DANCER
For high impact promotions, the Wind Dancer
portable flag is the ideal solution. The telescopic
pole extends to over 5m high, so you can be sure
to get your message across.

Wind Dancer 4m

WD104

A smaller compact flag than the 5m version, but with
the same impactful messaging capabilities, the Wind
Dancer 4m is a lightweight and portable flag.
Both flags can withstand winds between
13 to 18 mph (Beaufort scale 4) and have a range
of bases to suit any surface
Recommended textile substrate:
Flag Knit 115gsm and Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-Sublimation printed on one side
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Wind Dancer 5m
WD105

prro
If it’s high impact promotions
you are after
Wind Dancer 5m iss tthe perfect solution to
g is seen by all.
ensure your messa
message
Recommended textile sub
substrate:
bs
Flag Knit 115gsm and Flag
gM
Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print proc
process:
ces
Dye-Sublimation printed on
no
one side

Shimmer
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A
An economy outdoor/indoor flag
p
pole with hollow plastic base that
ccan be weighted with sand or
w
water. Easy push-fit assembly with
a
adjustable height pole.
R
Recommended
textile substrate:
Flag Knit 115gsm and
Fl
Flag Mesh 110gsm
Fl
Recommended print process:
R
Dye-Sublimation printed on one side
D

MISTRAL

All Mistral flags are able to
withstand wind speeds up to
38mph (Beaufort scale 7)

Mistral flags come in three different formats, single,
double-sided and rotating. All versions can mount vinyl or
fabric graphics for use on poles and solid walls.

Mistral

UB725

Mistral is designed to mount graphics to
both lamp posts and walls for displaying
your message; ideal for sponsorship,
events, promotions
and local initiatives.
Recommended textile substrate:
Flag Knit 115gsm and Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-Sublimation printed on one side
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Mistral Double

UB725-D

Mistral Double is designed to mount
nt
graphics to lamp posts using both sides of
the post to present your message, perfect
ct
for two-way traffic.
Recommended textile substrate:
Flag Knit 115gsm and Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-Sublimation printed on one side

Rotating Mistral

UB725-R

For a more eye-catching
display, Mistral Rotating
flag brackets are mounted
to posts on an extended
arm, allowing the graphic to
rotate in the wind.
Recommended textile substrate:
Flag Knit 115gsm and
Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-Sublimation printed on one side

3m

.

Mistral

Mistral Double

Rotating Mistral

2m

.

1m

3

2

.

1

800 x 2000 mm

800 x 2000 mm

800 x 1500 mm

Mistral flags are also available in banner vinyl with UV printing.

m.

m.

m.

STORM FORMULATE FLAGS

Storm Flags are designed
to withstand Beaufort
Wind Scale 7 (31-38 mph)

These impressive flags are made from Formulate extrusion
and are very strong yet flexible, with a choice of bases for
all ground surfaces, these flags are ideal for any event.
There are two pole height options 3.6m and 4.8m.

Storm 90
UB732/
UB734

Storm Curve
UB733/UB735

Storm 90 and Storm Curve
Recommended textile substrate:
Flag Knit 115gsm and Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-Sublimation printed on one side

Eco Flag

9
4800mm
m

4870mm

3670mm
m
3600mm

Pole size: 4.8m*

Ground Stake
Code UF-ZMPSS

Pole size: 3.6m

Weighting Ring
Code UB719-C

Large Cross Base*
Code UF-ZMLCB

Square Base
Code UF-ZMLSQ

Ground Spike*
Code UF-ZMGS

Cross Base
Code UF-ZMSCB

Pole size: 4.8m*

Drive-on Car Foot
Code UF-ZMCFS

Outdoor Water Base
Code UF-ZMGMB

(All feet sold separately)
Storm Formulate flags are also available in banner vinyl with UV printing.

Pole size: 3.6m

*Only Large Cross
Base and ground
spike suitable with
4.8m versions.

This 2.9 metre flag is the cost effective way of
displaying your message.
Recommended textile substrate:
Flag Knit 115gsm and Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-Sublimation printed on one side

HOP-UPS AND VECTOR
Tension fabric systems are the next generation in
large format graphic displays. These lightweight
systems are highly portable with the fabric graphic in
place, and easy to set up.

Evolution Hop-Up

Hop-Ups are lightweight systems that are highly portable and
easy to set up, offering maximum impact with minimal fuss!
Available in three sizes:
3x2 Code HU201-C
3x3 Code HU202-C
3x4 Code HU203-C
Recommended textile substrate: Display polyester 210gsm
Recommended print process: Dye-sublimation printing
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Evolution Hop-Up Counter
untter
HU301-001

The Evolution is a very lightweight portable tension
fabric counter. Graphics are easy to attach using
hook and loop system. With a choice of colours
for thermoformed tops and shelves this counter
is very visual and eye-catching.
Recommended textile substrate: Display polyester 210gsm
Recommended print process: Dye-sublimation printing

Folding Table and
Exhibition Table Cloths
Polypropylene and metal frame trestle
table with folding legs.
This 6ft long trestle table folds in half and
has a carry handle for easy transportation
and can be used for many occasions.
Dress to impress! Create the right
impression when exhibiting your products
with one of our high quality table cloths
in a range of standard sizes to fit most
conference and exhibition tables.
Printing also available.

VECTOR
Vector is a lightweight, double-sided aluminium
modular display system designed to create a wide
variety of frameless and seamless displays.
Fabric graphics are edged with silicon beading that
simply slots into the frame.

Vector Frame
VWF

Vector frames can also
be wall mounted, create
stunning displays using
the stylish aluminium
frames. Available in six
sizes.

Recommended textile substrate: Display polyester 210gsm
Recommended print process: Dye-sublimation printing
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Vector Kit 1
VKF-H4-SL

Create the ultimate impact for all types of
permanent or quick-change applications.

Mur
d’images

Recommended textile substrate:
Display polyester 210gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-sublimation printing

With seven Vector Kits available, you’re sure to
find the right design for your needs. The system
is also compatible with Linear allowing you to
customise your stand with Linear Accessories.
Use either lightweight fabric or rigid substrates
for seamless graphics; which can be applied
and replaced in-situ after the kit is assembled.

Vector Kit 4
VKF-3H4-2P

Create a range of smart
looking stands with a choice
of seven designs.
Recommended textile substrate:
Display polyester 210gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-sublimation printing

Vector frames are
available with
optional side legs.

OUTDOOR
Many of our outdoor display
solutions can support textile
substrates offering a wider
range of visual options.

Blizzard
UB701-C

A weather resistant banner, perfect
for all kinds of corporate and sporting
out door events and promotions.
Withstands wind speeds 13-18mph
approx (Beaufort scale 4).
Recommended textile substrate:
Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-Sublimation printed on one side
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Storm Hydro

UB209

A strong and weather resistant stand
with double sided graphics ideal for
where you have two way traffic.
Withstands wind speeds 13-18mph
approx (Beaufort scale 4).
Recommended textile substrate:
Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process:
sss:
Dye-Sublimation printed on one
on
ne side

Horizon
UB203

The largest graphic display in the range, ideal for
outdoor events advertisements and exhibitions.
Displays can be single or double sided and units
can be linked together for maximum visual impact.
Withstands wind speeds 10-12mph approx.
Recommended textile substrate: Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process: Dye-Sublimation printed on one side

Monsoon
UB707-C/
UB711-C

A large format double-sided outdoor A-frame
display made from lightweight aluminium.
Monsoon is available in two landscape
formats with easy push-fit assembly.
Recommended textile substrate: Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process: advise print process

Stowaway
UB736-01/
UB736-02/
UB736-03

Economy Cafe
Barrier
1000mm (h) x 2000mm (w)

850mm (h) x 1700mm (w)

700mm (h) x 1400mm (w)

A brand new unique display unit, Stowaway will make
your message stand out from the crowd at any event.
Extremely portable and easy to use, the design is
based around sprung fibre-glass poles that require no
assembly. Pack away into a small carry bag which is
included. Available in three sizes.

Economy café barrier is a cost effective way
of defining areas outside restaurants, bars
and shopping centres.
Recommended textile substrate: Display polyester 210gsm
Recommended print process: Dye-sublimation printing

Recommended textile substrate: Flag Knit 115gsm and Flag Mesh 110gsm
Recommended print process: Dye-Sublimation printed on one side

Deluxe Cafe
Barrier

Same as Economy but with
chrome components for a
more luxurious finish.
Recommended textile substrate:
Display polyester 210gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-sublimation printing
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GRAND FORMAT

Mosquito
UB196/UB197

Part of the Basics range Mosquito is an
economical banner with snap rail, double twist
out feet and carry bag, available in five sizes.
Recommended textile substrate:
Display polyester 210gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye sublimation printing
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Original 2
UB322

A very popular and versatile banner
that has been designed with
simplicity of use in mind.
Six width sizes allowing for a very
cost-effective solution for wideformat graphic displays.
Recommended textile substrate:
Display polyester 210gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-sublimation printing

Original 3
UB302/UB312

Original 3 has the added benefit of having single or double sided
graphics, ideal for two way traffic. Available in six different width sizes.
Recommended textile substrate: Display polyester 210gsm
Recommended print process: Dye-sublimation printing

Minimum width 1330mm to 2410mm

Pegasus
UB165-S

Pegasus is the largest format tension banner in
the range, ideal for exhibitions and shows.
It has light telescopic poles for adjustable height
and width. Lightweight and portable and comes
complete with carry bag.
Recommended textile substrate:
Display polyester 210gsm
Recommended print process:
Dye-sublimation printing

Minimum height
g 1150mm to 2435mm

GRAND FORMAT

Twista Plus Rail

An easy to use poster rail system
ystem with a strong open and
snap shut operation. Can be ceiling mounted and available in
a wide range of sizes from A4 to A0. Made of aluminium with
anodised silver finish.
Recommended textile substrate: Display polyester 210gsm
Recommended print process: Dye-sublimation printing

Aero
8
UB208

Aero is a smart and extremely versatile
tile
modular roller display system that has
ha
as
height adjustable linkable panels so you
yo
ou
can customise your display to the space
acce
you have available.
ble.
Comes complete with padded carry bag.
a
ag.
Recommended textile substrate:
a
ate:
Display polyester 210gsm
gssm
Recommended print process:
esss:
Dye-sublimation printing
ting
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FORMULATE
Formulate is a brand new back wall system that looks spectacular
with its sweeping lines and large visual graphic area. Formulate
back walls are aluminium structures with fabric graphic socks
that fit snugly around the frame.

Formulate
Vertical Curve
FMLT-WV10-01

Three models are available: Horizontal Curve,
Vertical Curve and Straight, there is also a Table Top
solution which is a miniature version of the
Vertical Curve.
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Formulate
Horizontal Curve
FMLT-WH10-01

Formulate
Straight
FMLT-WS10-01

mulate
e
Formulate
ble Top
p
Table
FMLT-TT-01

For all Formulate products Recommended textile substrate: Powerstretch polyester 215gsm
m
Recommended print process: Dye-sublimation printing
g

Dye sublimation Print Capabilities
A direct to textile process that bonds
water-based ink to the fabric with heat.
The process produces high quality images and
ensures bright saturated colours perfect for flags. Dye
sublimated fabrics can be safely folded for transportation
and can be washed.

Please note:
That all our fabrics are treated with a ﬁre retardant
coating and some other coatings to absorb ink. If
dampened by a rain shower there may be some slight staining.
This will generally wash out with heavier rain showers, but can be
removed by a cold wash setting in a standard washing machine if
required. We do not pre-wash our fabric graphics.

d-gen Teleios 74
fabric printer

d-gen Teleios 100
fabric printer

Printer Width: 1800mm
Inks: C, M, Y, K
Resolution: 360 x 720dpi
Speed: 18-20sq m. per
hr. Ave.

Printer Width: 2450mm
Inks: C, M, Y, K, LM, LC
Resolution: 360 x 720dpi
Speed: 18-20sq m. per
hr. Ave.
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Our selection of quality graphic printing media
Dye-sublimation fabric
1. Standard Flag Knit: 115gsm Polyester, Dye sublimation
printed, suitable for outdoor and indoor use.
2. Display Polyester: 210gsm fabric, Dye sublimation
printed, suitable for outdoor and indoor use.

3. Flag Mesh: 110gsm fabric, ideal for outdoor flags.
4. Powerstretch: 215gsm fabric, for indoor use, which
gives a fully wrapped graphic with good tension due
to the elastic qualities of the material, ideal for our
Formulate range.

Flags

Hop-Ups

Modular Systems

Wall Frame

Formulate

Outdoor Banner

Material Suggested
Options Usage

Material Suggested
Options Usage

Material Suggested
Options Usage

Material Suggested
Options Usage

Material Suggested
Options Usage

Material Suggested
Options Usage

1&3

2

2
QUALI

4

2&3

CE

T
Y

QA

We use the
latest calibration
equipment to measure
the performance of our
printers and maintain
colour accuracy on all
our print media both on
dye sublimation and U/V

2

Ultima Displays Ltd are proud to have acquired ISO 9001:2008
certification the international standard for Quality Management.
ISO9001:2008 certification provides objective proof that Ultima
Displays has implemented an effective Quality Management system
that satisfies all the requirements of the ISO standard.
Gaining ISO9001:2008 also demonstrates our commitment to quality,
customers, and a willingness to work towards improving efficiency.
ISO9001:2008 is a great reflection on how far the business has
progressed over the last few years; this is our 2nd certification as we
already have ISO14001:2004 Environmental Approval.

AS

SURA

N

Artwork Guidelines
Acceptable File Formats
Preferred Formats:
Print-ready pdf (non-editable)
Illustrator CS5.5 (editable)
Photoshop CS5 (editable)
Photoshop, pdf and Illustrator files
are preferred as they produce better
results when printed in large format.

Studio time will be
charged if ﬁles need to
be corrected or altered
to meet print guidelines.
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When sending files, please include all
support artwork such as fonts and
linked images.
Do not embed images in Illustrator files,
please supply them as separate files.
Special effects such as glows,
transparencies, or drop shadows will
produce more satisfactory results
if created in Photoshop. It is not
recommended that these effects
are created in Illustrator, as they can
sometimes have unpredictable results
when printed on our system.

Font Specifications
Fonts must be converted to outlines/
curves. Please note that this will render
the type non-editable.
Fonts created in vector-based software,
such as Illustrator, achieve the most
satisfactory results.

Colour Specifications

Pop-up Graphics

All files are printed in CMYK format
and must be supplied as such.

Pop-Up graphics must be built as one
file (see our product template).

Please provide a PDF layout or hard
copy proof of the files being printed as a
visual reference for checking layout and
content of artwork.

Graphic Templates

If you wish to check the colour (pantone
colours) and content of your job before
production, a hard copy proof is
available for an additional fee.

There are graphic templates available
for all our products, including guidelines
for correct proportions, visible graphics
area and bleed for artwork according to
specifications. Templates can be used
to ensure artwork is set up correctly for
print.

Please allow an additional 1-2 days
production time for a hard copy proof,
depending on receipt of printable
artwork.

Templates for products are available
online when you login to our Extranet
catalogue at:
www.ultimadisplays.co.uk

Bleed Specification
All graphics produced require specific
bleeds, depending on the type of
product and the printing process.

Please convert
your pantone colours to
C,M,Y,K. as this will save
you 1-2 days taken by a
hard copy proof.

As a general rule the following bleed
guidelines apply, but please refer
to individual product templates for
accurate specifications:

Use rich black
C0 M0 Y0 K100 for dye sub materials
and C20 M20 Y20 K100 for UV prints.

Resolution
All raster files (either print files or linked
files) must be no less than 300 dpi at
25% size layout.Submiting Artwork Files
Files are accepted by email (up to 8mb),
FTP site (up to 500mb), DVD and CD.
Files can be uploaded to our FTP site at
www.gfxupload.co.uk. Please refer
to the FTP site guidelines for more
information.

(3) Print

(4) P
rint

UV Print - between 3mm and 12mm
bleed around the perimetre.
Fabric Print - between 10mm and
80mm bleed around the perimetre,
depending on type of finishing required.
guidelines apply, but please refer
to individual product templates for
accurate specifications:

d
(5) Finishing an
g
ng
eckin
ﬁnal quality ch

(6) Dispatched to
you

Chec

k

(1) Artw
ork Che
cking
(2) RIP

If your files contain RGB images or colours, they will be
converted at Rip stage unless otherwise stated by you.
(colours may reproduce differently than expected)

Production Times & FTP
Production Times
Important information about production times
The quality of the artwork will affect the time it takes to prepare files
for print.

FTP site instructions
Once an order has been placed with
an Account Administrator, artwork
may be sent.

Production days start from approval of e-proof.

Ultima Displays provides an FTP
site for uploading artwork files. It is
recommended that files above 8mb in
size should be sent via FTP.

Large orders may take up to 48 hours to pre-flight due to quantity
and file size.

Please read below for detailed
instructions.

Electronic proofs are sent for all graphic jobs.

1. Please place all artwork files in
a folder and name the folder by
your company name and purchase
order. This is the filename that will
need to be entered in the ‘Filename’
field below.

The graphics department requires 24 hours to pre-flight and proof once
the order has been received.

Hard copy proofs are sent upon request for an additional charge:
UV Hard Copy Proofs (£25, will include colour layout & mag test)
Dye-Sub Hard Copy Proofs (£35, will include colour layout & mag test)
If you have a rush job, we will make every effort to accomodate you,
however there will be an additional charge to cover overtime costs.
The times given are average lead times for standard products, extenuating
circumstances may require times to be adjusted.

2. Compress files using software such
as WinZip or Stuffit. All compressed
files must be under 500mb.

All e-proofs must be approved by 10am GMT in order to be considered a
production day.

3. Access the FTP site by web
browser.

Templates for products are available online at:
www.ultimadisplays.co.uk

www.gfxupload.co.uk

banners

The following fields are mandatory:
Do not use any spaces or symbols

flags

Quantity:

Production Days:

1-3

2 days

1-10

2 days

4-6

3 days

11-20

3 days

7-10

4 days

21-50

4 days

10+

Ask for lead time

51-80

5 days

81-100

6 days

100+

Ask for lead time

hop-ups
1-3

5 days

4-6

6 days

7-10

7 days

10+

Ask for lead time

rigid substrates
on application depending on specification,
substrate, shape etc.

These times apply from
approval of artwork.
Lead times are a guide only and
may vary dependent upon demand.

Customer Name:
please use your own company name
Customer PO No:
i.e. your PO number to us
Filename:
name of artwork folder
Password: T3cra
4. Browse to your files location select
and press upload.
5. When the transfer is complete,
please send an email to our
Graphics team:
artwork@ultimadisplays.co.uk
with the file name and any other critical
graphic information related to the job.
NB: files will be retained on the FTP site
for one week.
Alternatively, files may be downloaded
from your own FTP site, please email:
artwork@ultimadisplays.co.uk
with filename and login details.
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49-50 Causeway Road
Earlstree Industrial Estate
Corby, Northants NN17 4DU

T: 01536 272250
F: 01536 272268
E: sales@ultimadisplays.co.uk

www.ultimadisplays.co.uk
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